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First of all I would like to thank everyone for
the warm welcome I have received from all
parts of the organisation. It has been both re-
warding and a great pleasure to see my former
colleagues again, and to meet the new staff
who have joined us since my previous period
with the company.
I have spent these first few weeks in the

company meeting with important industry
players, both within and outside the organisa-
tion. As we are about to stake out our future
course, I believe it is important to be open and
a good listener. Involvement will give us the
power to pull in the same direction once the
course has been set.
A long-term perspective is fundamental to

our business development. We will continue to
help the world develop the renewable energy
it needs. At the same time, we need to ensure
correlation between our financial ability and
our ambitions for growth. This will be our
greatest challenge in the future.

To me, it is important to take into considera-
tion the overall responsibility that comes with
developing a large and important organisa-
tion such as Statkraft. Health and safety for
all employees is our top priority, no matter
where we operate, as is assuming a social
and environmental responsibility wherever we
are present. We will fulfil our corporate social
responsibility and maintain a high ethical
standard in all our activities.
Today, Statkraft is one of the most important

companies in Norway, and Europe’s leader in
renewables. This is a position we have every

reason to be proud
of and which we will
continue to develop in
the time ahead.

christian
rynning-tønnesen
President and CEO

dear colleagues!
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current
Emil is happy near and
on the sea. “To me it is
not a proper summer
unless I have been to our
family cabin in Fosen.
I will also be spending
some time there this year
for boating and relaxation,”
says Emil smiling.



t
wo Olympic gold medals, one silver
medal, five World Cup victories
and the best total score of the
World Cup: We can safely say that
Statkraft-sponsored Emil has had
a practically perfect 2009/2010
season. He was best when it came

to the crunch, and from beginning to end.

loves the peaks. However, when we meet up
with Emil for a chat he lies sprawled in his chair
looking like his gold potential has been drained
out of him for good. He quickly reassures us:
“I’m almost always like that. It is probably
because of my job. When I’m in training or taking
part in a race, I am 100 per cent focussed. In
preparations for the Olympics, for instance, I was
ill and my training results were bad, and I felt like
I did not deserve a place at the Vancouver
Olympics. But then I focussed on the mental
aspect and that seemed to work. When I’m not
working, like now, I relax every muscle in my
body. I have to, to be able to reach my peak
later on.”
Emil’s recipe for relaxation before gearing up

for the next season could knock the breath right
out of most people. He has a few weeks off be-
fore training starts in earnest. Some of this time
he will spend on the sofa or on the boat moored
up outside the family cabin, but most of all, he
looks forward to hiking in the mountains.
“Hiking means a lot to me. I find it really relaxing.
I am in good enough physical shape to not mind
using my body when I’m resting. The main thing
is that my mind has a rest. And that is certainly

the case when I go hiking in the mountains.
Then I am basically doing what everyone does in
Statkraft: recharging my energy and producing
new renewable energy,” he says smiling.

supports statkraft. Despite the jesting
tone of his last remark, Emil emphasises that
Statkraft’s core area is important to him. To be
able to concentrate all his power and energy on
his job, the 24-year old needs to eliminate as
much static and rough edges as possible from
his everyday life.
“Just like everyone else, I am concerned with
renewable energy and the environment,” he says.
“That is why I support Statkraft’s priority areas
100 per cent. There are many sponsors who do a
lot of good, but there are also some who are not
as good. I am very grateful that with Statkraft
as my sponsor I do not have to worry about any
conflicting issues. Instead, I can focus on my
sports performance.”
But what is there for a young biathlete to

focus on after he has won Olympic gold, World
Championship gold and the Biathlon World Cup?
It would seem that he has already achieved all
his goals?
“Results are not my main motivator. I am,
however, concerned about improving details.
The run-up to the coming season will therefore
not be any different from previous years. A race
consists of a number of minor and major tasks.
My goal is to improve as many of these as possi-
ble. If I succeed in that, good results will follow.”
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sponsor

the norwegian biathlete emil hegle svendsen has just completed a very
successful season, winning practically every medal worth winning. now he
is recharging his batteries in the proper statkraft spirit before preparations

for the next season starts in earnest.
text Bente Bakken photo erik thallaug

Statkraft as sponsor
sponsoring is a channel that helps reinforce
statkraft’s visibility and provides access to
arenas that build relations. moreover, the
company’s activities help promote company
pride through participation in specific sports,
cultural and environment projects, both locally,
nationally and internationally. here are some
examples of statkraft’s sponsorship agreements:

the norWegian biathlon association

statkraft is the main sponsor of recruitment and
talent development in the norwegian Biathlon
association. in addition to showcasing the elite
biathletes, statkraft has also developed team
statkraft (regional recruitment teams) and
statkraft young star (a national competition and
venue for the best 15 to 16-year-olds).

oslo jazz festival

statkraft enjoys a long-standing cooperation
with oslo jazz festival, which is the venue for
events such as the young star scholarship
award. there is a separate event for external
relations at the main offices in lilleaker. for
statkraft’s jazz enthusiasts, tickets are availa-
ble to a number of club concerts. in addition,
internationally recognised jazz musicians
often perform at statkraft’s own events.

det norske teateret

themain objective of the collaborationwith det
norske teateret (the norwegian theatre) is to
promote culture in statkraft. the agreement is
used to attract statkraft employees and associa-
tes to the theatre and to attract the theatre and
its expertise to statkraft. statkraft may also use
the theatre for meetings and events.

is
recharging

statkraft’s
golden boy
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– Det har lite å si om jeg bruker kroppen fysisk når jeg restituerer meg. Det viktige er at hodet får slappe av.
Det hender at vi padler kajakk på trening, men det er stort sett for moro skyld.

now i am
basically

doing what
everyone does
in statkraft:
recharging
my batteries
and producing
new renewable
energy.
Biathlete emil hegle svendsen

– all statkraft employees
have reason to be proud of Emil and the rest of
the biathlon team. “We have a real connection
with the biathletes. In a way, we are almost
related,” says vice president marketing Grethe
Ingeborg Nykkelmo.

In 2006, Statkraft carried out an objective
analysis of its values with the goal of determi-
ning which sport the company would have
most in common with, and thus which sport
Statkraft should sponsor on an elite and
broader level. The focus on pure energy and
the importance of constant innovation were
contributing factors in the company’s decision
to sponsor the Norwegian biathlon team.
Furthermore, the sport is popular in Norway,
as well as in the other Statkraft countries,
Sweden and Germany. Hopefully, this will help
promote awareness of the company also in
these countries.

At that time, Emil Hegle Svendsen was
still unknown to the media. However, with
Statkraft as his sponsor, Emil has grown
into a “market leader” in his field, just like
Statkraft.

“As a company, I fear we have had a
rather dull image,” says Nykkelmo. “We have,
however, taken important steps to change
this, and now Statkraft has a fresher and
much more interesting image. In this respect,
we could not have had a better representative
than Emil and the other biathletes. There is
something so wonderfully fresh about them.
They represent something genuine and solid,
and always deliver top performances”.

“we are almoSt
related”

current
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“Statkraft employees
and Emil Hegle Svendsen
are almost related,” says
Grete Ingeborg Nykkelmo,
vice president marketing.

the industry Which comprises reneW-
able energy and energy saving technology
is already worth 600 billion euro and with
annual growth rates between 2.5 and 9 per
cent could be the third largest economic sec-
tor globally in 2020. Europe will see a growth
in renewable energy demand of 27 per cent/
annum to reach its 20 per cent target.
Norway runs a danger of losing out on this

new growth sector. While countries such as
Brazil, Sweden and Japan are pushing for-
ward Norway scores a meager 26th position
on an international benchmark comparing
sales of clean energy technology.
This position is not the natural position for

Norway. Norway is one of richest countries
in the world – capital that can be invested in
research, development and implementation
of clean energy technology.
Norway is also one of the highest produ-

cers of knowledge globally – an important
asset in a sector that leans strongly on
innovation. Norway also has a moral
responsibility to take a leadership role in
the sector as major contributor to global
climate change through its oil-and-gas
industry.
Actually it is surprising that Norway has

not already taken up its rightful role in
capitalising on clean energy technology. Al-
ready the Norwegian solar voltaic industry
competes with world’s best. In the industry
with a global annual growth of 53 per cent
(!), Norway is the second largest in terms of
market position weighted by GDP. Ironic for

a country that isn’t known for it sun – but
less surprising when you take account that
clean energy technology is a knowledge
intensive industry.
Offshore wind is another sector in which

Norway could excel. Based upon its leading
knowledge on working on offshore rigs,
Norway could contribute to the thousands
of megawatts new windparks being build off
the shores of Europe, the US and China.
Lessons can be learned from from the

nations leading the clean energy advance,
Denmark, Brazil and Germany. Firstly, early
stimulation and an integrated approach to
support along the value chain by govern-
ment; secondly, strong investment in

sectors with a high domestic fit; and lastly
countries a strong home market facilitates
the emergence of a strong industry.
Given the dominant public ownership of

relevant companies, Norway has a unique
opportunity to draw on its comparative
advantage in areas like offshore wind
and give strategic direction to its industry
locomotives.
However, it takes the most difficult of pre-

conditions: Political will and clear choices.

In each issue, we will present a feature on an

influential environmentalist in Norway or Europe

and his or her views on the energy solutions of

the future.

donald Pols,
head of wwF’s Climate Programme

it is quite surprising
that norway has not

already assumed its rightful
position when it comes to
profiting from clean energy
technology.

environmental
forces:

norway can and should take a leading role in develo-
ping the global clean energy technology sector. By
doing this norway would not only take her responsi-
bility for global climate change, but also ensure that
norwegian companies capture their fair share of an
international growth market.

norway should
lead the way
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for a period this winter, electricity prices soared to all-time highs in central norway. this
led to some people calling for a state guarantee on more reasonable electricity prices. But
what would be the consequences if we let the politicians set the price?
text cato gjertsen photos hans fredrik asBjørnsen

“the political price” is the worst
the debate on eleCtriCity PriCeS:

Lots of snow in the mountains is not always
enough. There are many other factors that
affect electricity prices.

current
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h
istory is always
a good starting
point. Until 1991,
electricity prices
in Norway were
politically regulated.

Then came the Energy Act, opening
up for competition within trading
and generation of electricity. Prior
to this, all suppliers had a duty to
provide electricity coverage and a
right to supply it. This contributed
to overinvestment and low cost
effectiveness. The excess costs
were simply transferred on to the
consumers through higher electri-
city prices, which became apparent
once the market was deregulated
and electricity prices plummeted.

optimal use of resources
is important. Chief Economist
Kjell Berger in Statkraft’s analysis
department has studied the energy
issue since the mid 1980s. He
emphasises that if one is to have
an opinion on the electricity prices
in Norway, it is important to be
aware of the two main factors
which drive prices up and down.
“We are closely linked to the power
market on the Continent through
the Nord Pool power exchange,”
Berger explains. “This is where
much of the power is generated,
based on fuels such as coal, oil and
gas. A sharp rise in the cost of fuel
will affect the price of electricity.

The other factor which affects
electricity prices in Norway is the
variation in inflow of water to the
reservoirs. A low reservoir level
means high prices, and vice versa.”
If we were to adopt a model of

regulated electricity prices, inde-
pendent of hydrology and the price
of fuel, the Norwegian State would,
to a great extent, have to set aside
a certain quantity of electricity for
each household and each company.
What would happen then if resources
were scarce? This winter, as well as
in 2006 and 2002/2003, reservoir
levels were low and prices soared.
According to Berger, rising electricity
prices signal a shortage of power. In
such a situation, the end user will
take action to reduce his electri-
city consumption, by implementing
energy conservation measures or by
using alternative fuel.
“We all need to conserve electri-
city when resources are scarce,”
Berger says. “That is the very
essence of the current system. In
a regulated market, however, there
is no need to consider our own con-
sumption. The price will remain the
same no matter what. This means
that in principle, you may as well
open up all the windows and have
the heating on full power, blissfully
unaware of resources being scarce,
until one day, the reservoirs run
dry. Then all of a sudden there is
no electricity when you turn on the

switch. We would then face a much
more serious problem than high
electricity prices.”

major price differences.
Statnett has divided Norway into five
different regions, based on trans-
mission constraints in the grid and
hydrology. This is the background

for this past winter’s headline news
which reported that one family paid
twice as much for their electricity
as their neighbours. To prevent
this from recurring, we must have
a more powerful transmission grid
and/or construct more power plants
in areas with scarce resources.
“This would trigger strong protests
due to the major disruptions to the
landscape that would follow in the
wake of such a development.
Moreover, it would hardly make
socio-economic sense to remove all
price differences, only major, long-
term differences. Anyway, there is no
way to guard 100 per cent against
fluctuations between the different
regions in Norway,” Berger says,
pointing to an important element of
market-regulated pricing that very
rarely makes headline news.
“When reservoir levels are high,
electricity prices drop. This can easily
lead to a major price reduction that
could last a long time. The fact that
low prices are our reward when
resources are ample and higher
prices keep us in line when they are
scarce, should give us reason to be
content with market-regulated elec-
tricity. I am sure there is room for
improvement with respect to how
we regulate our market. This is the
case for all value chains. However,
a return to a politically regulated
system would be extremely unwise,”
Berger states.

“a market-based electricity
price also contributes to the most
profitable overall investments, both
for the producer and the consumer,”
says Tor Arnt Johnsen, Head of Section
Analysis of the Norwegian Water
Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE).

In addition to signalling scarce
resources, Johnsen points to one
of the effects power prices have in
the financial market. If the price is
constantly high, it will stimulate other
industrial players to realise their
development projects. As they have to
sell their power in a market with other
contenders, competitive projects will
be the first to get the go-ahead.

“Statkraft and the energy companies

are good at looking into the crystal ball
and making predictions for the future,”
Johnsen says. “This means that there
is no risk of a great backlog with exces-
sive, long-term electricity prices.”

Moreover, increasing electricity prices
will have the effect that, at one point,
consumers will find the price level too
high and thus choose to invest in alterna-
tive energy sources such as heat pumps.

“The current system of electricity
prices is fair and easy to keep track
of, for producers and consumers
alike,” Johnson says. Both parties
are free to make their own decisions;
based on what they believe will be the
most profitable solution for them in
the long term.”

“more ProFitable inveStmentS”

politically-regulated electricity prices versus market prices:
Until 1991, electricity prices in Norway were politically regulated, and referred to as
the Statkraft price. The red graph shows the projected price of electricity according to
developments in the Consumer Price Index, whereas the blue graph shows real system
price fluctuations.

the debate on electricity prices

We all
need

to conserve
electricity
when
resources
are scarce.
kjell Berger
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moSt memorable
momentS

proudest moment: the boardroom
meeting when statkraft announced
the e.on transaction.

most difficult moment:when we
were presenting our plans to minister
of trade of industry sylvia Brustad,
and the aftenposten newspaper
reported on the same day that we
were “squeezing” the politicians.
that was very uncomfortable.

funniest moment: the company
revue was fun –wearing a wig on
stage singing: “je ne regrette rien”!

a formal occasion: The atmosphere was good when
Bård Mikkelsen and Group Chief Executive of E.ON, Wulf
Bernotat signed the agreement sealing Norway’s largest
business transaction.

passing on the baton: Marking the
occasion at the head office in Lilleaker.

in good company: Mikkelsen was accompanied by
His Royal Highness King Harald at the official opening of
the wind farm in Smøla.

current
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changing leadership

b
ård Mikkelsen took up his
position as President and CEO
of Statkraft on 1 September
2001. This means he guided
the company through most of
the previous decade. We met
him in his office only a few

days before he passed on the baton to Christian
Rynning-Tønnesen

how does it feel to leave the company you
have been in charge of since 2001?
“In one way it feels very natural. It has been
a privilege for me to hold this position, but
there is a natural lifespan for all such manage-
ment roles. At the same time, it feels a bit
melancholy that it is all over, but I am very
grateful for everything I have experienced over
the years.”

could you point to any highlights during
your time as president and ceo?
“The E.ON transaction, the largest transaction
in Norwegian history, was definitely one of the
highlights. I will never forget that. It showed us
the importance of gaining the confidence of the

management of another company and reaching
an agreement that both parties were really
pleased with.”

statkraft’s actions are criticised from
time to time – by politicians, environ-
mentalists and sometimes by the general
public. how have you reacted to this?
“I believe that our history, our enterprise and our
actions are good and rock solid. It then becomes
a matter of communicating this. When you know
that your actions are positive and that the
organisation is doing an excellent job, it becomes
easier to accept the fact that not everyone sees
eye to eye with us.”

looking back, how do you regard your
own role as a leader?
“As a leader, I always try to release the positive
energy inherent in each employee – and in
the organisation in general. I usually say that
everyone needs their own motivation, their own
propeller, and you will not find anyone in the
Statkraft management without one. You cannot
sit and wait for things to happen, it is important
to take the initiative.”

your background is from the military, you
hold a pilot licence for helicopters, you
have parachuted over the north and south
pole. has your image had an impact on
your role as leader?
“We are what we are, no more no less. I like a
challenge and I always thought it an advantage
to have a bit of fun. It also shows that I have had
time to myself – it is important to charge up your
batteries from time to time, to have an interest
in life. Anyway, an image is the frame around
who a person really is.”

you are now leaving your post as
president and ceo, but you do not
refer to yourself as retired yet?
“No, to me the term retired has negative con-
notations. I feel healthy and energetic and I am
very keen to be of use, so this is about entering
a new phase in my life. I hold quite a few board
positions, for instance in Cermaq and Store
Norske, and I am looking forward to embarking
on several new projects in the time ahead. I have
got my own office, and my own company. I am all
set to move on.”

on 30 april, former president and ceo of statkraft Bård mikkelsen walked out the
doors of his offices in lilleaker for the very last time, feeling proud of the employees
and the company he managed – and a bit melancholy about having to leave.
tekst christer gilje photos erik thallaug and damian heinisch

pride and melancholy

inspection: The major agreement with E.ON
transferred a number of Swedish power plants
to Statkraft. Helicopter pilot Bård Mikkelsen
inspects the plants from the air himself.

in the media: One of
several occasions when Bård
Mikkelsen was interviewed
by Norwegian television.

the many sides of bård mikkelsen: During
his nine years in Statkraft, Mikkelsen has shown many
sides of his personality. Here from the Statkraft revue.

The front page he should have been on?
From the Statkraft revue.
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the job

When christian rynning-
tønnesen really got a
taste for applied process
chemistry, he had every
reason to fear the long arm
of the law. but this is not
why he is always running.
text Birger Baug photos hans fredrik asBjørnsen
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christian rynning-tønnesen
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the job

13
years in Statkraft,
11 as part of the
top management,
was not enough for
Christian Rynning-
Tønnesen. He was
with the company

from 1992 to 2005, and spent the last four
years of his stint working together with Bård
Mikkelsen. But it is only now that the seeds he
helped plant have started to bear fruit. So it is
completely natural that he should be around to
reap the harvest.
"Many people say that appointing you as
President and CEO was the best way of securing
continuity?"
“They may have a point there. I did help steer
Statkraft towards a bigger market, and prepare
the ground for the broad, international presence
we have today. The last major initiatives I was
involved in before joining Norske Skog were the
wind turbine initiatives and the establishment of
Småkraft and SN Power.”
"These are companies we often hear about
today too?"
“We do indeed,” says Rynning-Tønnesen, smiling.

on the milk crate. Rynning-Tønnesen was an
active initiator of the internationalisation of the
Group in the 1990s. It took some time, however,
before the management realised the impor-
tance of marketing the “new Statkraft” internally
as well. He remembers, for instance, when
Statkraft first secured a major power exchange
agreement – with the German company Preus-
sen Elektra.
“I think it was the first time we decided to cele-
brate such an event,” he says. “We ordered cake
for everyone. But when we sat there, cake on
the table and all, I thought something was mis-
sing and that somebody should say something.
As nobody else took the initiative, I found a milk
crate, turned it upside down and stood on it. All
I did was share the feelings of the management
with everyone else, but it did create a very spe-
cial atmosphere. At the time, it was almost like
we had won a sports competition.”

critical in nepal. Internal events and the
internationalisation of the company continued
to gain headway, and after the establishment
of SN Power, Statkraft was suddenly present in
all four corners of the world. This also gave rise
to challenges not previously encountered by
the Norwegian management. Christian Rynning-
Tønnesen, who was a member of the board of
directors in SN Power from the outset, had some
particularly dramatic experiences. One of the
most difficult projects was the Khimti power plant
in Nepal, which became a target of Maoist guer-
rilla insurgents in 2002.
“Just before the members of the board of SN
Power were due to visit Khimti, the neighbouring
power plant was blown to pieces by the Maoists.
They targeted the Statkraft plant too, by trying to
blow up the water inlet to the plant. However, at
the time, light was supplied by the neighbouring
plant, which they had just destroyed. They were

way off target in the dark, so there was only limit-
ed damage. The board decided to go ahead with
our visit to show our support for the Nepalese
and Norwegian employees who risked so much by
continuing to work in this dangerous situation.”
He does not deny that flying into Nepal in an

armoured, Russian military helicopter was quite
an experience. “We had to fly low, to make us a
more difficult target and we landed among heaps
of protective sandbags, mine fields, machine gun
positions and fully armed government soldiers.
The whole experience was quite dramatic, but
I will never forget the warmth and gratitude we
were met with.
"Did you fear for your life?"
“Actually, I did not. After all, it was much worse
for the people who worked there every day. We
were just flown in and out again, whereas they
lived there permanently with their families.

cut the number of staff by half. Rynning-
Tønnesen was appointed finance director of
Norske Skog in 2005, and CEO about a year later.
At that time, he had other tasks than motiva-
ting the company’s employees. He also had to
ask many to leave. In a company mainly built
on supplying paper to the newspaper industry,
there was no reason to pop the champagne, as
the Internet continued to grow, and demand for
newsprint fell by two-thirds in a decade. Rynning-
Tønnesen was sent in to tidy up. He managed to
give the company some breathing space, after
having reduced the number of employees from
10,000 to the current level of 5,600 through
sales and redundancy measures.
"How would you like to be remembered at
Norske Skog"
“I hope that I will be remembered for having
taken the employees seriously, both as individu-
als and professionals, and for having made good
decisions and getting a lot done. And I hope I
have left behind an organisation that is well-
equipped to survive in a very difficult market."
It must have been difficult to let so many

people go?
“It was, but we went to great lengths to find new
positions for those who had to leave. Where we

your new boss on:Board meeting in the war zonestatkraft’s futurecheap parties

Christian Rynning-Tønnesen enjoys jogging, skiing, kaya-
king, cycling and weight training. No wonder he is so full of
energy. “I balance my life with family and exercise – in that
order,” says Rynning-Tønnesen.
(Photo: Scanpix)

Christian rynning-tønnesen
Born and raised in kristiansand and Bergen

position: president and ceo of statkraft

education: chartered engineer, norwegian university of science
and technology.

marital status: married, two daughters and two sons, age 12 to 22.

after work activities: cross-country skiing, kayaking, cycling,
running and weight-training. enjoys family trips in many different
locations from statkraft company cabins to masai mara in kenya.
owns a cabin in southern norway and in nordmarka forest.
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christian rynning-tønnesen

statkraft – one of
the most important

companies in norway.
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had to discontinue our operations, we establish-
ed job centres to help employees find new jobs.
When 360 people lost their jobs in Union, fewer
than 10 left without an offer of a new position or
a pension. Despite high unemployment rates in
the Czech Republic, we helped more than three-
quarters of the employees find new employment
elsewhere. I met with the employee representa-
tives myself, and although they were unhappy
about it, they accepted our decision. They still
thanked us for making the time at Norske Skog
the highlight of their careers. Such feedback
made it a little bit easier.”
Financial analysts gave Rynning-Tønnesen the

credit for saving Norske Skog. When it became
known that he was leaving the company to return
to Statkraft, his departure was accompanied by ex-
pressions such as “a fantastic job” and “difficult to
replace”. Furthermore, in 2009, he was rewarded
the title Best Group Manager of the European
Paper Industry by the trade organisation RISI.

social responsibility. "Still, it must be a relief
to return to a company without such issues?"

“Naturally, it is an entirely different situation
operating in a power market that is experiencing
continual growth, particularly within the area
of renewable energy where Statkraft has a
particularly large market share. Moreover, it is
very different working for a wholly-owned state
company, without the same pressure to provide
information to the market and analysts. It also
gives the management more time to focus on
actual management. On the other hand, the
board has limited influence on dividend and
company equity.
Rynning-Tønnesen does not yet wish to go into

detail about his vision for Statkraft. However,

he is very clear about the company’s social
responsibility.
“Statkraft is one of the most important enterpri-
ses in Norway in terms of energy policy, industrial
management and value creation. This means we
must assume a social responsibility in all markets
where we are present. We will safeguard the health
and professional development of all our employ-
ees, and we will follow our ethical guidelines and
ensure that our business activities have a positive
impact on society and local communities.
"Do you have a management philosophy?"
“The most important thing to me is to operate
with a clear distinction between the process

i have learned a lot from my
father. perhaps mainly to back the

employees during difficult operations,
to have confidence in them and
support them.

The new and former CEOs held frequent meetings during the transition
phase. They also knew each other well from Rynning-Tønnesen’s previous
time with Statkraft.

Keeping the new CEO’s agenda is already a challenge. Here Rynning-Tønnesen is planning his future agenda
with assistant Lisbeth Seeberg.

the job
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of making a decision and implementing it,"
Rynning-Tønnesen says. “In the first phase, I
will focus on ensuring the broadest possible
involvement from all relevant parties, but once
the decision has been made, it should be as
clear-cut as possible. At that point, there is no
room for renegotiations.”
"What will the Norwegian people’s opinion be
about Statkraft in 10 years’ time?"
“I hope that they will be proud of having a com-
pany with strong national roots, that has helped
produce a significant amount of clean energy to
cover the world’s needs, as well as generating
major revenues for Norwegian society.”

no fear of the police. But let us go back
to basics, to a childhood spent wherever his
father’s career in the police force took him. Carl
Mentz Rynning-Tønnesen started out as chief of
the uniformed police in Bergen, before becoming
a well-loved chief of police in Kristiansand, a
position he held throughout the 1980s.
“I have learned a lot from my father. Perhaps
mainly to back the employees during difficult

operations, to have confidence in them and
support them,” says Christian Rynning-Tønnesen.
“Like him I also believe in telling things straight,
rather than sugar-coating them, and we are both
really good at being told off. That is an important
ability in a management position.”
One thing he certainly did not learn from his

father were his experiments in “applied process
chemistry” which he secretly conducted with his
friends “some time in his youth,” as he vaguely,
though quite deliberately chooses to put it.
“I was quite an active child, who was up to all
sorts, such as buying and selling used car parts
and setting up a sweet shop, to name a few
things I did. I also helped set up a rabbit farm and
a duck farm, I was a boy scout and played chess.
However, not all my doings were fit to see the light
of day, as when we started producing our own
wine. We were delighted with the technical quality
and gained deep insight into process chemistry.
Mind you, we are talking about relatively small
quantities here, but I am afraid it would definitely
be considered illegal according to Norwegian law.
The good thing was, I was able to throw exceptio-

nally cheap parties in my youth…
"So even at that time you were concerned with
cost-cutting?"
“He, he. Well, you could say that. But I suppose
the excitement of the production was the real
motivator.
Any criminal proceedings would be time-barred

by now anyway. One consolation for his father Carl,
however, must be that his son’s interest in process
chemistry got him into the mechanical engineering
programme at the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (NTNU – previously NTH) in Trond-
heim, and later on to the position as President
and CEO of Statkraft. Or perhaps experimenting
with process chemistry was Christian’s own way of
emulating his dad’s “civil disobedience,” as when
the elder received a letter from the Ministry of
Justice instructing him to stop wearing a white shirt
with his everyday uniform – it was only meant to be
worn for festive occasions.
“To me every day is a party,” read his written
reply to the Ministry. Rynning-Tønnesen senior
lived by this motto for the rest of his career.
Perhaps an appropriate motto for his son too?

christian rynning-tønnesen

Some people come, some people go: Christian Rynning-Tønnesen talks to Unni Sletta, who is leaving the company after 18
years as head receptionist.
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the photo report

is it good looks that keep people from leaving the
pumped-storage power plant in erzhausen?
text Bente Bakken photo dag spant

Where nobody
Wants to leave

The Erzhausen pumped-storage power
plant, of which Statkraft became an owner
last year, lies in beautiful surroundings
between Hannover and Göttingen.
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erzhausen

Olaf Fritch, master of electrical engineering.
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erzhausen

t
he pumped-storage power plant
in Erzhausen, between Hannover
and Göttingen, lies in beautiful,
lush surroundings. Next to the
power plant lies an artificial fishing
pond, into which different species
of fish are regularly released.
These include grass carp, a plant-

eating fish from the Amur River on the border
between Siberia and China.
The power plant employees enjoy the exclu-

sive right to fish the pond, a somewhat unusual
perk. However, the grass carp also serve

another purpose.
“They prevent growth of algae and other plants
which can interfere with operations,” says power
plant manager Klaus-Peter Woykoss.
The fishing pond is not there merely for

decoration – it is one of the two reservoirs of the
pumped-power storage plant. Reservoir Number
2 is a large pond on a nearby hill. “In periods of
low demand in the power market, we use the
surplus capacity to pump water up to the
elevated reservoir,” says Woykoss. “When
demand rises again, we release the water down
through a turbine. Our power can be made

available in minutes, which gives us an edge
compared with other power plants that require
several hours to adjust production. We can offer
energy on short notice and conserve energy,
thus contributing to market stability.”
The pumped-storage power plant was planned

and built in 1956-1964 by Preussen Elektra.
Towards the end of the 1990s, several upgrades
made Erzhausen one of the most modern
pumped-storage power plants in the world.
Statkraft became an owner last year, and

Erzhausen is already showing an increase in
profits.

«

Uwe Pohle monitors and controls
the two reservoirs.

The pipes that transport the water
between the lower and upper reservoir.
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our power can be made
available in minutes.

power plant manager klaus-peter woykoss

“This makes the 220 MW-capacity power plant
one of the most profitable in the Statkraft
system,” says Woykoss.
Thirty people currently work at Erzhausen, all

from the local area and most have been there
for their entire working life.
“I do not know of anyone who has left before
retirement,” Woykoss confirms. But having little
turnover doesn’t mean standing still. Woykoss
has an eye on expansion.
“By 2013, we will have increased capacity
through new turbine drivers, giving us a good basis
for considering further expansions,” he says.
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Rüdiger Hossfeld, foreman of
the mechanical department,
here with electrician Ralf Pape.

erzhausen
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One of the employees at the fish farm in the neighbouring village releases fish into the lower reservoir at Erzhausen. The
employees at Erzhausen enjoy exclusive fishing rights in the reservoir as one of their perks.

The surroundings leave little to be desired …

Kevin Dembsky, vice master of the electrical, in front of one of the turbines.
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current

modernising
district heating plant
statkraft värme ab is investing about SEK 60million
in extensive modification and modernisation of the aging
district heating plant in Trosa. The modernisation is made
necessary by the imminent obsolescence of the plant, and
the need to ensure district heating delivery to existing and
new customers for years to come. The investment includes
a new heating centre based on biofuel, with flue gas
condensation and a new oil-fired reserve boiler. The inves-
tment will result in higher operating regularity, more stable
heating deliveries and improved environmental effects.

GeneratinG noK 1 billion in northern norway
a study prepared by the bodø graduate school of business shows that Statkraft’s creation
of value in Northern Norway, measured in benefit to society and local importance, equalled NOK
1 billion in 2009. The value of Statkraft’s activities in Northern Norway was measured at NOK 55
billion. The report also shows that the energy sector in Northern Norway is 25 per cent larger than the
fisheries and aquaculture industries.

membrane seminar in San diego
statkraft is holding a new osmotic power seminar focusing
onmembrane technology, this time in San Diego, California.
Research into this subject takes place all over the world, and
sharing acquired knowledge could contribute to the development
of new membranes that can make it easier to make osmotic
power commercially viable. The seminar will be held on 11-12
July, and Statkraft’s contact is Maria Benterud.

Go-ahead for French gas power plant
the first french options agreement for the location of a gas
power plant was signed on Friday, 12 March. The options agreement
concerns a 13-hectare lot in the industrial area “Parc Industriel de
la Plaine de l’Ain” near Statkraft’s new Lyon office. The location is
now ready to be taken over by the project development group for the
development of a 400-800 MW “Lyon” gas power plant.

1 000 000 000

Statkraft’s three Norwegianwind
farms have 109 turbines in total.

109
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Statkraft’s own working group has concluded
its work on the guidelines for employee use of
social media. The group is generally very posi-
tive towards using such media for communica-
ting with people all over the world, for telling
success stories and using them to strengthen
the company’s image.

these are the guidelines:

1.When you take part in social media, beopen and transparent about who you
are, where you work and what your roles are.
This especially applies when writing about
issues that may be linked to your workplace.

2.Use common sense and proper language,write responsibly and be respectful.

3.If you see negative remarks or criticismof Statkraft and our actions, please
don’t respond on your own. Instead, pass the
information on to info@statkraft.com, so that
the appropriate spokesperson can respond.

4.If you see positive remarks aboutStatkraft and our business, feel free to
share them with your friends or followers in
social media, and consider forwarding them
to the communications department: info@
statkraft.com.

5.Be careful to not post anything that canbe taken negatively about Statkraft;
even when you write as a private person you
can be linked to your employer. The Code of
Conduct and Media Policy also apply to social
media, as do all other agreements between
you and Statkraft.

6.Do not post anything about Statkraft thatyou are not sure you can share. This is
also valid for information you have obtained
about our business partners, customers etc.
Remember that internal sources such as the
intranet and People&Power magazine are
meant only for internal use. Information posted
on Statkraft’s public website and in press
releases, however, can be shared.

7.If you refer or link to external sources,remember to check that the information
is correct and that the source is reliable. (Do
not share pictures, movies, quotes etc. that
can be under protection of copyright.)

8.If in doubt of anything, please ask yourleader or the communications depart-
ment: info@statkraft.com.

Check out www.twitter.com/statkraft, and be a
fan of Statkraft on Facebook.

Being social
online – dos
and don’ts

electric power award goes to
Statkraft employee
johan l. amundsen has been awarded the Electric Power Award for 2009 by
the Norwegian CIGRÉ committee for his work with and knowledge of generators.

CIGRÉ is a world--wide technical organisation for large electrical power systems,
established in 1921 and headquartered in Paris. The award was established in
1990 and is awarded annually to persons who have distinguished themselves
with work of a high technical quality, both theoretically and practically, in the
area of production and transmission of electrical power. Chief Engineer Johan L.
Amundsen in PGTE won the award for his knowledge of generators and contribu-
tions in CIGRÉ. The award was presented on 27 May at the Norwegian Academy
for Science and Letters.

following the violent earthquake in
Haiti, Statkraft and SN Power collected NOK
750 000 for the rescue effort. Recently, SN
Power’s Halvor Fossum Lauritzsen could
see the results for himself. The Norwegian
hospital in Petit Goave, two-and-a-half
hours outside of Port-au-Prince, receives 80
patients daily, patients who would otherwise
have had no alternative.

Team leader Andreas Köstler told the visitors
that the Red Cross originally planned to keep
the field hospital in Haiti for 12 months, but
that they have already begun planning for
at least 18 months. “We are working in a
society that has collapsed completely,” says
Köstler.

80 patients daily in haiti

statkraft
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social media

current

a
regular day on the

way to work:

Anne Worsøe stro
lls from the

train station at Lys
aker to the

Statkraft offices. O
n her way,

she pulls out her m
obile to get

Twitter updates. A
s head of

New Business, she use
s the

social media to m
onitor the

new technology marke
t and business mo

dels.

“I follow technical sources
such as Green

Energy, Green Bu
bble, the Guardia

n, the New

York Times and th
e BBC. We have m

any formal

networks and me
eting places whic

h include

research commun
ities, investors an

d companies,

but Twitter gives m
e all the informal

information,”

she says:
“There are often l

inks to blogs in th
e US for

instance, where th
e blogger knows a

lot about

a specific issue, b
ut is not a formal

source. I

benefit greatly fro
m this.”

major chang
es, 2009 saw an explosion in so

-

cial media use. Fa
cebook is the larg

est example

of such media wit
h more than 360

million users,

while 25 million a
re estimated to be using Twit-

ter. In addition, th
ere are sites such

as MySpace,

YouTube and Link
edIn. There are ev

en Norwegian

online communiti
es such as Origo a

nd Nettby,

with 100 000 and
600 000 users re

spectively.

“There’s been a lo
t of changes in a v

ery short

time, especially if
we look at the tec

hnology,

users, content and
the norms that go

vern what

happens online,” s
ays Petter Bae Bra

ndtzæg, a

doctoral research
fellow at SINTEF, and exp

ert on

how social media is us
ed privately and o

fficially.

“We have moved
from a text-based tech

nology

to images and vid
eo clips. Social m

edia use is no

longer exclusively
confined to teena

gers – both

the Prime Ministe
r and your grandp

arent’s ge-

neration are on Fa
cebook, and they

are present

with their full nam
es. This influence

s the content.

Social media used
to be a friend thin

g teenagers

used to keep in to
uch and update e

ach other.

Now social media have
become political a

nd

useful communica
tions tools, used b

y people

such as USA Pres
ident Barack Oba

ma.”

norWegian bu
sinesses fall

ing behind.

International busi
nesses have also

gone online.

“Major companies
such as Dell and S

tarbucks

use the new media as sources
of innovation.

This is done by inv
olving the user th

rough ideas

and feedback on
what services and

products

they should delive
r. The consumers

are no longer

passive – they wis
h to wield active i

nfluence

by taking part in t
he creation of new

products

most of us use
social media in

our free time, bu
t some of statk

raft’s

employees also
benefit professi

onally.

text: Bente B
akken photo:

hans fredrik
asBjørnsen

the tWitterin
g

tWitterer

on tWitter: A
nne

Worsøe, head of
New

Business in Statk
raft,

uses Twitter to ge
t an

overview of new

business opportu
nities

and technology

on twitter,
i get the inform

al

information
anne worsøe

howsocialmedia
can

contribute profe
ssionally:

direct access to
information do

mestically

and from abroa
d.

professional in
put and update

s.

efficient marke
ting.

input on innova
tion of new prod

ucts and service
s.

faster andmore
specific feedbac

k from customer
s.

establishment
of efficient netw

orks without co
st.

.source: petter
Brandtzæg and

sintef

Companies

and social medi
a

only one in 20
norwegian com

panies currentl
y

use social med
ia as marketing

channels.

three out of fo
ur norwegian c

ompanies have

discussed the u
se of, and pres

ence at, social

media sites. six
out of ten have

decided on an

active approac
h to social med

ia. two out of t
en

will conduct fu
rther studies b

efore entering

social media ne
tworks.

source: www.k
ampanje.com a

nd teknisk uke
blad

Halvor Fossum Lauritzsen met team leader
Andreas Köstler (right) among others.
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feature

into th
statkraft Innovation

and Growth does not

use a crystal ball to

look into the future. o
n

the following pages,

we present 12 vibrant

projects that this

ambitious department
is

working on.
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e future
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t
he Innovation and Growth
department (or I&G for short) was
established in 2006. However, the
head of the department, Sverre
Gotaas, says that it has existed in
one form or another for more than
100 years.

“Look at the development of the hydropower
plants since the late 1800s,” says Gotaas.
“There is no doubt that the field has seen
enormous innovation and that the expertise of
Statkraft’s employees has been well utilised
since then. With the establishment of I&G, we
received a new tool for optimal development of
tomorrow’s solution.”

close to the scientists. He understands that
some people might be somewhat unsure about
what I&G actually does. Simply stated, the depart-
ment is a support centre for ideas that Statkraft
can go on to develop into assets. This decides
whether I&G gets involved in an innovation
project. Just how long such a process might take
varies from project to project. For wave power, two
years is a short time, while Trading & Continental
Operations projects may take only months.
“The nature of research means that you do

not know the results beforehand,” says Gotaas.
“This means that the results in some cases will
be useless and that the project will be completed
without having achieved the desired result. This is
unfortunate, but it is a fact that we often have to
set our goals so high that this is a potential result.”
One of the first focus areas for I&G was financial

support to external scientists conducting in-depth
research into areas where Statkraft and the mar-
ket wanted more expertise. The first results of this
research are beginning to appear, and the next
step will be to ensure that the research results are
picked up by Statkraft’s own systems.
“In many ways, this step is the most complex

in our value chain. Many factors have to come

together to enable the implementation of a good
idea. One of our methods to ensure this is even
closer collaboration with the most important
research environments at SINTEF and the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU). This will enable us to direct the research
more efficiently, maximising benefit to Statkraft.

Winning the best talents. Gotaas believes
that this work will become easier when the bulk
of the department moves to Trondheim by the
end of 2011.
“It is important to show the world that Statkraft

is actively present in the heavy expertise envi-
ronments in our industry,” says Gotaas. “We are
at the forefront of renewable energy research
and development, making it important to actively
reinforce this position.”
Living at the forefront is something Gotaas and

his colleagues enjoy, but the attention generated
by this position creates some challenges. The
expectations from Statkraft’s surroundings are
always extreme, in addition to the expectation
that I&G will spend enormous resources on all
sorts of projects, resources the department is
simply nowhere near having.
“However, our leadership role attracts the best

talent, we get to set the agenda, our voice is
heard in the media and our employees can oper-
ate with considerable professional authority,”
says Gotaas. “Not everyone is fortunate enough
to have this position, and we are working hard to
keep it.”

innovation and growth is a key contributor in the work to
ensure that statkraft remains a world leader in renewable
energy in 10 and 20 years’ time. this is one of the reasons
why the department is moving to trondheim.

Sverre Gotaas, director of innovation,
looks forward to even closer co
operation between the employees in
Innovation & Growth and the external
research environments in Trondheim.

the nature
of research means

that you do not know the
results beforehand.
sverre gotaas, senior vice president
innovation and growth

Wants to be
the world’s
best

feature

text cato gjertsen photo ellen johanne jarli, illustrasjoner: torgeir sollid
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innovation in statkraft

Setting a new standard
“statkraft is among the industry players working
in a goal-oriented and structured manner to promote
innovation,” says former executive and IT entrepreneur
Truls Berg. “The company’s open approach to new ideas
and innovation as a business-critical process shows
where innovation work is headed.”
Berg is also the chair of Innovation Forum Norway.

The members represent a wide range of companies,
from heavy hitters such as Statoil, Telenor, Norway
Post and Statkraft to small, innovative entrepreneur
environments.

open innovation. Berg
says that the belief in open
innovation and the deliber-
ate long-term focus are what
make Statkraft a leading
innovation player.
“The term ‘open innova-

tion’ is all about establishing
a process that can handle
the development from idea
to solution, enabling input
from all potential contribu-
tors,” says Berg.

In Berg’s view, Statkraft’s main gain lies in being able
to identify and then seize market opportunities quicker,
better and smarter than its competitors. A consequence
is having to dare think in new ways about the organisa-
tion, and turn the power hierarchies that characterise
Norwegian business upside down.
“For more than 100 years, executives have been

concerned with gathering as much information as pos-
sible in the higher levels of the organisation,” says Berg.
“If you share information and somebody below you in
the hierarchy makes a better decision than you, you are
in trouble. Statkraft has dared remove these barriers,
allowing new ideas to prosper regardless of origin.”
He believes Statkraft’s model, with an innovation de-

partment that helps colleagues across the organisation
to refine ideas, will become the norm in successful and
future-oriented players within the next three to five years.
“Understanding how innovation occurs, develops and
is handled efficiently is a critical success factor in the
information society.”

improvement possible.While heaping praise on
Statkraft’s innovation efforts, Berg also sees potential
for improvement.
“One area is measuring how good you are at innova-

tion,” says Berg. “Such work is by no means simple, and
commonly involves breaking new ground and setting
strict requirements for the use of correct measuring
parameters. Still, it is possible for Statkraft to measure
its own efforts even more accurately.”
He also believes Statkraft should aim to grow from

being an international player to a global player.
“Innovation means doing things differently, exploring

new areas and taking risks,” says Berg. “With what I
know about Statkraft’s innovation ability, I look forward
to seeing how the company’s new goals will represent a
standard that other larger players would do well to apply.”
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innovation & growth assists and stimulates a number of
innovative projects in statkraft, distributed through the
ocean energy programme, the hydropower programme
and the customer programme. here are a dozen of them.

the ocean energy programme:

erosion around offshore seabed
installations
What: Ocean currents and waves result in erosion of the seabed around off-
shore installations. Offsetting this with rock fills is expensive, and also runs
the risk of breaking cables. Research conducted at the Technical University of
Denmark in Copenhagen aims to gain more knowledge about how to counter
erosion.

challenge: Obtaining data that are general and understandable enough to
be used later in various fields.

project period: 2008 to 2011.

support from the ocean energy programme: NOK 0.45 million.

Combined artificial fish reefs
and protection structures
What: Erosion and cable-laying result in strict requirements for protecting
wind turbines resting on the seabed. Statkraft and biology experts at the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) are looking at the
possibility of building new structures that both protect the technical instal-
lations and provide a positive biological effect by functioning as a “home”
for fish and shellfish.

challenge: Achieving technical and biological success.

project period: 2010 to 2012.

support from the ocean energy programme: NOK 3 million.

feature
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wave energy absorption
What: Wave power and rough weather lead to heavy wear and tear on the instal-
lations generating the energy. Scientists in Uppsala are engaged in tests to see
how to generate the maximum amount of energy with minimum wear and tear.
Swedish authorities are financing a further developed version of the technology,
which will be developed with 420 buoys in Southwest Sweden.

challenge: The effect generated by wave power must become sufficiently high
compared with investments.

project period: 2008 to 2011.

support from the ocean energy programme: NOK 2.5 million.

world ocean Space Center
What: The World Ocean Space Center will be Europe’s leading maritime centre
and laboratory. The monumental building will be built in the Trondheim Fjord, at
an estimated cost of NOK 10 billion. Statkraft is one of many participants, and
has a seat on the steering committee of the engineering project with a special
mandate in renewable marine energy.

challenge: Realise very financially ambitious plans.

project period: 2009 to 2020.

support from the ocean energy programme: NOK 0.5 million.

tidal turbine in conditions exposed to waves
What: A project which, through experiments, will establish a database for what
happens in tidal turbines under conditions very exposed to waves. There are seve-
ral issues in this connection, and it will be necessary to design tidal turbines that
can handle very demanding conditions. The experiments take place at MARINTEK
at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU).

challenge: Unknown and complex physical processes that must be described
accurately and safely in computer programs.

project period: March 2010 to May 2012.

support from the ocean energy programme: NOK 1.4 million
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the hydropower programme:

environmental consequences of
increased effect
What: The Centre for Environmental Design of Renewable Energy
(CEDREN) project is lead by SINTEF in Trondheim, and will contribute to
developing new design solutions for production of renewable energy.
The world needs to use more renewable energy to achieve targets for
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. CEDREN’s task is to work to
ensure that large-scale development of such energy sources takes
place with minimum impact on ecology and local communities.
challenge: Large centre that requires a lot of follow-up.
project period: 30 September 2009 to 30 September 2013
(CEDREN runs for eight years).
support from the ocean energy programme: NOK 8 million.

more accurate weather reports
What: This project aims to improve fine-scale weather models for
Statkraft’s catchment areas and provide more accurate weather
forecasts and a better basis for energy disposal decisions.
Statkraft’s hydrology department in Energy Management opera-
tes the project with the Norwegian Meteorological Institute.

challenge: The risk of complications in projects of this kind,
where tools are made from existing information, is small, but it is
always challenging to create a good and functional product

project period: 1 October 2009 to 31 December 2012.

support from theocean energy programme: NOK 2.05
million

feature

the innovation factory
While innovation concentrates on internal Statkraft projects, Growth works
on business development in new market segments. Based on Statkraft’s market po-
sition and broad range of expertise, new technology areas and business models
are explored with a view towards developing long-term profitable positions.
Growth acts as an incubator where the projects are matured and de-
veloped from start-up and establishment to positive cash flow.

Statkraft’s solar investments started as Growth projects and
developed into a new business area. Osmotic power is a project
requiring more time to mature in Growth before becoming part
of the operations. In energy efficiency, Growth is exploring new
business models in industry and buildings. New Business hand-
les the innovation perspective in Growth, picking up new pro-
jects in the market and exploring their potential for Statkraft.
This means that Growth provides Statkraft with a specialised
tool for exploring, establishing and developing next-generation
core activities in the Group.
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optimal hydropower production
What: Skagerak Energi AS cooperates with Telemark University College to contribute to new
bachelor and master’s degree courses in hydropower-related subjects. The project influences
the range of subjects on offer at the university college and its expertise in regulation techni-
ques for hydropower production. The project strengthens the technical expertise in Skagerak
through closer collaboration and increased activity.

challenge: The fact that important teachers may leave, and that the subject does not attract
enough students.

project period: 1 June 2009 to 1 June 2014.

support from the hydropower programme: NOK 1.5 million.

water conflicts in transnational rivers
What: Many river systems cross national boundaries and the use of the water may cause
tension and, in the worst cases, conflicts between nations. There are international rules, but
local practices are often just as important. The project is operated by the Southeast Europe unit,
with participation from Legal, Communication and Corporate Responsibility. The project aims at
providing a better basis for investment decisions through gathering knowledge of potential risks.

challenge: That the right decision-makers have the opportunity to contribute information
and show the political will to achieve results.

project period: 1 November 2008 to 31 December 2010.

support from the hydropower programme: NOK 0.3 million.

new Pelton turbine design
What: The project will develop a new erosion-resistant Pelton turbine, based on good experi-
ences with similar technology applied on Francis turbines. SNPower Invest operates in areas
with high silt/sand concentrations and needs turbine technology that can reduce wear and
tear and down-time. The company Dynavec in Trondheim is developing the new turbine, with
Innovation Norway contributing funds.

challenge: Mechanical design and material-technical issues.

project period: 1 January 2010 to 1 September 2012.

support from the hydropower programme: NOK 4 million.

the customer programme:
waste bale cutter
What: Trondheim has a district heating plant using waste as fuel. The
amount of waste is relatively constant, but the need for producing
heat varies. The waste can, however, be stored temporarily as waste
bales in summer and then be used in winter. In order for the waste
bales to burn as well as possible, they need to be cut into smaller
sections. The new machine is built by Stavanger Engineering AS.

challenge: Designing reliable equipment that can take the loads.

project period: 1 May 2009 to 1 December 2010.

support from the customer programme: NOK 0.65 million.

Framework for re-invoicing in the
power market
What: Currently, all end-users must relate to two parties when using
electricity: The company that owns the power grid and the electricity
supplier. This means that the consumer receives two invoices for the
same consumption, and this is perceived as a clear disadvantage.
If the power supplier can receive and forward invoices from the grid
company, the consumer will receive one, total invoice for the consump-
tion, and the supplier can deal with all grid companies equally.

challenge: Establish common business rules between all parties
and adapt systems solutions.

project period: 1 January 2010 to 1 July 2011.

support from the customer programme: NOK 3.25 million.

innovation in statkraft
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Winds blowing
across turkey
they are spearheading statkraft’s investments in

turkey, and will in a few years’ time supply 1.8 twh to
a market in continuous growth.

text Bente Bakken photo dag spant

the visit

statkraft

Ayse Filiz Kolat, who handles hydropower
projects’ development through follow-up with
authority contacts, giving People & Power’s
wind turbine her best shot.
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istanbul

we eat
lunch with:
The employees aT The recenTly
esTablished isTanbul office.

The 10-strong office staff, two
norwegians and eight Turks, is
currently working to conclude
the construction of the cakit
plant and the plans for two new
power plants.

t
he employees at the
Istanbul office have not
been colleagues long,
which is all the more
reason to lunch together.
Core working hours in

Turkey are from 0900 to 1800,
including a one-hour lunch, so they
have ample time to get to know one
another.
The Statkraft employees often

lunch at one of the restaurants in
the impressive Astoria high-rise
office building where Statkraft’s
offices are located. One of the
restaurants is called Özcanlar
and specialises in köfte – spicy
meatballs.
“If we have time, we often visit
one of the other neighbourhood
Turkish restaurants. There are
plenty of good and reasonable
places to eat here,” says Terje Vold,
in charge of finance at the office.

varied backgrounds. Terje is
an accountant by education and
had previously worked one year as
a consultant at the Statkraft head
office in Oslo. Prior to that, he was
an accountant with Ernst & Young,
and has held finance-related
positions in various Norwegian
companies. The finance director is
now seven months into a two-year
stint at the Istanbul office, and his
wife and children have all come
with him.
“The kids attend an international
school and had few problems
adapting to English, but we are all
having a great time.”
Today, he is joined at the table

by Emre Erdogan, Zeynep Korkut
and Ayse Filiz Kolat, who comple-

ment each other with their varied
backgrounds and experience in the
work at the recently established
department.
Zeynep is the HR supervisor and

heads the office administration,
handling all the practical aspects
of the daily operations. She has
lived in Istanbul for the last 12
years, and previously worked for a
construction firm in Dubai which
built luxury dwellings there.
“I have a degree in public adminis-
tration, and have also worked for
Nokia,” says Zeynep.
Graduate engineer Emre is the PM
assistant, or local project manager
in other words, at the office.
“I used to work with Enka Con-
struction, a company with projects
in several countries. I used to work
out of the Netherlands, Sierra
Leone and Ghana,” says Emre.
He follows up on the work on
the Kargi plant, the hydropower

plant scheduled for construction.
Zeynep ensures that the office runs
smoothly, and Ayse handles hydro-
power project development through
following up on authority contacts.
“My background is political
science, economy and manage-
ment,” she says. “I have worked a
lot on assisting NGOs and foreign
companies wanting to gain access
to the Turkish market.”

politics and economy The con-
versation around the lunch table is
always lively.
“We are a new department, and it
is always interesting to hear about
what people did before they came
here to Istanbul,” says Ayse. “Most
of us have never been employed in
Statkraft before now, so there are
a lot of questions about the com-
pany how it is run and what other
projects we are engaged in.”
“We also discuss current affairs,”

Emre points out.
Terje nods: “Politics, economics

and the like. I think Turkish current
affairs are exciting,” adds Zeynep.
“And then there are the more com-
monplace subjects, such as what
we did last weekend.”
As more and larger hydropower

projects are initiated, a need for
more employees at the Istanbul
office is sure to arise.
“The tasks will become more spe-
cialised, as we are a company in
the initial phase where we have to
handle challenges in many fields,”
says Terje. “More hydropower
plants also means more focus
on production, power trading and
market monitoring.”
“As our projects are located in dif-
ferent places in Turkey, we will also
have to spend time on coordination
– internally in Turkey and between
the main offices in Istanbul and
Oslo,” says Ayse.

… is people & power’s informal lunch-room contest, where the question is
which units have the highest lung capacity in the statkraft system. The
annual winner will receive a small surprise by mail.

rankings:
1 )The employees at statkraft’s power plant in rheidol, Wales, 110 ma
2 )The employees at statkraft’s istanbul office, 100.4 ma

the poWer challenge …

100,4ma
for the record: The result is the
highest recorded reading, stated in
milliamperes.

the kids had a few problems adapting to english at the
international school, but are now having a great time.

terje vold, finance manager at the istanBul office

Some of the Istanbul
employees gathered in a
meeting.

PM Assistant Emre Erdogan (t.v.) sammen med kollega Türker Özcengiz
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f
ollowing a successful pilot pro-
ject in 2009 in Trondheim Energi,
Skagerak Energi and Statkraft
Energi Region East, Statkraft
has introduced a system aiming
to change behaviour through job
observation and feedback. The

goal is to minimise the number of injuries.

preventing person error. The system, called
behavioural safety observation (BSO), is based on
experiences from several Norwegian and Swedish
companies, but adapted to Statkraft’s situation.
“We have experienced that injuries are to a

large extent caused by the injured’s own beha-
viour, lack of planning and unsafe actions,” says
Rolf Normann, regional director of Region East
in Statkraft Energi and head of the pilot project.
“This is why we need good tools and routines that
contribute to prevent personal error from causing
accidents.”

aiming for zero. BSO has now been incorpora-
ted as one of Statkraft’s HSE tools.
“We already have safety rounds, where we

check that the surroundings are safe,” says
Normann. “We have safe job analyses, which we
use before starting anything that is not routine
work. We have nonconformity recording to re-
cord errors, and now we have BSO. BSO involves
being observed while working to help us work
as safely as possible. This quartet of tools will
contribute to achieving our zero vision, because
accidents should not happen in Statkraft.”
The potential hazards are many, including work

at heights and high voltage. Still, driving a car is
just about the most dangerous thing you can do,
also in Statkraft.
“Eighty per cent of accidents are caused by

driver error,” says Normann. “Older drivers have
established bad habits, while younger drivers
take more risks in traffic. These are both things
that can be pointed out by a polite colleague.
This is where BSO is an important tool, as it can
contribute to changing behaviour.”

permitted to say yes – and no. Good job
observation depends on the observers being
respectful and constructive, and those observed
accepting the observations and feedback.
“Most will be unaccustomed to just standing

there, ’staring‘ at someone doing a job,” says
Normann. “Being stared at probably takes some
getting used to, as well.” He points out that an
observer must ask for permission to observe a

colleague. It must also be possible to decline
being observed. So far, one-third of the employ-
ees in Region East have completed observer
training, but the goal is for everyone to be an
observer for each other.

experiences from skagerak. Skagerak
Energi established BSO as early as May 2007,
and therefore had much to contribute to the
pilot project in the two Statkraft departments.
Skagerak has benefited greatly from the project,
specifically through gaining an overview of safe
and unsafe actions, and recurring actions. The
results are used to implement systematic and
structural improvements. For example, it was un-
covered that there were some unsafe conditions
relating to work at heights.
“Based on this, we have recently established

the project ’Work at heights‘, focusing on correct
equipment and training, which we expect to
strengthen safety,” says power plant manager
Tryggve Frøland. “However, the dialogue bet-
ween the observer and the observed following
an observation is equally important to achieve
improvements in the HSE culture and results.”

long-term project. Even though BSO is useful
and positive, Rolf Normann has no faith in quick
fixes. He believes that it will take five to 10 years
before we see any effect on the injury statistics.
“Making BSO a vital tool in a large organisation

is a major process,” he says. “However, I have al-
ready noticed that people find it easier to correct
others, and some have actually started driving
less recklessly.”

little brother is watching
Below you, above you and beside you. everyone can in principle be observed by
everyone with the new system introduced by statkraft to prevent injuries at work.
But you won’t be placed on the watch list unless you want to be.
Text: Yvonne Dybwad photo: yvonne dybwad and hans fredrik asbjørnsen

First class of graduate observers in Region East. Photo: StatkraftPower plant manager Tryggve Frøland.

how to conduct a bSo

➜ ask if you can conduct Bso.

➜ observe safe and unsafe behaviour: observe,
register and take notes .

➜ register on bso form: include both safe and
unsafe actions.

➜ hse conversation after concluded obser-
vation: all observations must immediately be
discussed with the person involved.

➜ data processing: enter the data in excel for
further processing.

➜ nb: do not register the name of the people
observed.
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bso

“Work at heights” is among
the many new focus areas in
the new BSO system.

new system
in august
currently,
different
statkraft units
use different
solutions to record
nonconformities, inci-
dents and proposed
improvements, such
as Jobtech, Delta and
various databases.
In addition, the portal
“lightbulb” is open to
anyone who wishes to
record such issues.
Now, the company will
have a new system
that will gather infor-
mation from all units
and provide a much
better opportunity for
follow-up, analysis
and reporting, both at
the unit level and for
the Group as a whole.
The solution has
been developed by an
internal project group
in close cooperation
with various technical
environments in the
company. It is current-
ly being built in SAP
and is based on so-
called “notifications,”
as used in MainSAP
(the maintenance
module). The new
system will be ready
for roll-out in mid-
August.
Information on how

to register improve-
ment proposals and
nonconformities can
be found on the por-
tal under Corporate
governance
>improvements and
nonconformities.

most will be
unaccustomed to

just stand there, ’staring‘
at someone doing a job.
rolf normann, regional director of region east in
statkraft energi

gathe
ring

every
thing

in one
place
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staff

HR vice president Beate Hamre Deck
(in front) strongly believes in internal
mobility, and is pleased that Vilde
Eriksen (left) and Monika Sverdrup-
Thygesen are moving on.

i doubt i would have been recruited
to such an important project in

another company, but it is possible
within the company.
vilde eriksen
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the improvement programme

a
fter nine years of dealing with
environmental issues for PGPE
(formerly Vassdrag og Miljø), Vilde
Eriksen is taking on a new job. She
will become Statkraft’s first agent
with a licence to challenge. It is in

the spirit of the improvement programme that the
procurement department has been set to lead a
programme that will save the company hundreds
of million Norwegian kroner. In this connection,
Statkraft was looking for three special agents.
“I have worked for the same department ever
since I started in Statkraft, and I felt it was about
time I did something else,” says Vilde. “When
I went on maternity leave, I got some distance
from the daily rush and had time to reflect. As I
got the chance to do something else in Statkraft,
I did not have to change employers, which is
great,” she adds laughing.

security and drive. Vilde’s long experience of
Statkraft’s core business will come in handy in
the procurement department.
“The project needs internal Statkraft resources,
preferably someone with specific knowledge
about PG, and it is not easy to find such expertise
outside the company,” says Vilde. “I do not know
much about procurement yet, but I have extensive
knowledge of the PG organisation, and my ability
to analyse and solve problems will be as much
needed here as in my old role.” A solid internal
network and thorough knowledge about how the
Statkraft organisation functions will give Vilde the
security and drive she needs to excel. “I doubt I
would have been recruited to such an important
project in another company. But within Statkraft it
is possible,” says Vilde, adding that she feels she
is about to rebrand herself.
“This has given me an opportunity to show that I
ammore than just “that environment woman,” she
says. “That I can learn something new and handle
new challenges outside my usual field of expertise.”

the quest for neW knoWledge.Monika
Sverdrup-Thygesen has also changed jobs in the
company. After having worked on power settle-
ments for PGPS for two years, inquisitiveness
and a desire for new challenges brought her to
Internal Audit.
“I decided that I wanted new and useful experience,”

she says. “At the same time, I did not want to leave
Statkraft. Working for an organisation with somany
opportunities in somany different areas is really ex-
citing. I found the position on the intranet, applied for
it and was accepted. I think it is really good that all
candidates are called in for an interview. It promotes
mobility in the company, which in turn develops and
increases expertise throughout the entire organisa-
tion, not just on an individual level.”
In her new position Monica will evaluate

projects in various business segments, assess
whether they have been carried out in accordance
with the company’s management and control sys-
tems, and through this help, reduce undesirable
risk exposure for Statkraft.
“It is certainly going to be new to me, but I really
look forward to it”

"Walks the talk" HR vice president Beate
Hamre Deck is a prime example of flexibility in
practice; two years ago she went from being
manager of Internal Audit to HR vice president.
“It was an exciting move,” she says. “I had been
in Internal Audit for many years and although I
enjoyed it, I felt it was time for a new challenge.
I doubt I would have been offered a position as
HR manager with another company. But this is
what can happen when you move internally,” she
says adding that getting new responsibilities was
a real boost.
Talking to the HR vice president, expertise

development is always in focus. Flexibility and
mobility in the workforce are important policy
instruments in this connection.
“Mobility strengthens expertise development,
both on an individual level and for the organisa-
tion in general,” says Hamre Deck. “Statkraft be-
nefits from employees with in-depth knowledge
about the organisation, and on an individual
level, employees broaden their knowledge and
become more motivated,” she says pointing out
that mobility is a natural part of the company’s
continuous improvement programme.
“It promotes a smarter and more efficient way
of working,” she says. “I believe we still have
unrealised potential in our organisation. The
need for mobility is greater today than previously,
and because we have become a more diversified
company, a general understanding of Statkraft
as a company is worth its weight in gold.”

mobility in focus
from environment to procurement, from production to
internal audit, from internal audit to hr vice president.
there is a wide range of exiting opportunities in stat-

kraft, for those who dare seize them!
text helena aina Zissis photo erik thallaug

statkraft …
Statkraft is Europe's largest renewable energy
company. The group develops and generates
hydropower, wind power, gas power, solar power
and district heating, and is a major player on the
European power exchanges. Statkraft also develops
osmotic power and other innovative energy
solutions. In 2009 Statkraft posted gross operating
revenues of EUR 2.9 billion. The group employs
3,400 staff in more than 20 countries.

simen johnsen
operations manager
– business iT

My prime motive for applying for
a position with Statkraft was the
opportunity to work for a large
company in a highly professional environment.
In Statkraft, I am able to focus more on the bus-
iness side of things than I could in my previous
job. Daily and close dialogue with the users of
the computer systems give me insight into the
business aspect. The environment is also very
good, and as a new employee I feel I have been
given all the support I need.

jerry zhang
Technologymanager

I used to work for a solar energy
company that was much more
production-oriented. I wanted to
work for Statkraft because it is
big on renewable energy, and because I want to
gain expertise in this area. Now I have been given
the opportunity to work on project management.
My colleagues are very professional and really
friendly. I was, for instance, just invited to go
fishing with them.

elisabeth klaveness Walker
systemoperator

Statkraft is a future-oriented
company, representing sustain-
able, clean energy. I really wanted
to work for a company with sound
core activities. I primarily wanted to work in the
IT department of an industrial enterprise. After
three months here I have learned a lot about the
business area, and I am part of an environment
where people are always trying to encourage
each other to do a better job.

ingrid buvarp aardal
engineer geologist in thedams
andsafetymanagement section.

My job offers an excellent
combination of indoor and
outdoor activities. I spend much
time in the office, but I also travel to the different
plants. It is my job to secure the company’s rock
facilities, which gives me plenty of technical
challenges. I felt included from day one and that
made it easy to get started.

what are your thoughts
about starting work for
statkraft?
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23
steps to the top

large
structures
photo: svein erik dahl/samfoto

poWer stations constructed after
the War were large, solid structures and
ladders were often too short. In this picture
from the late 1950s, the finishing touches
are being put on a turbine for the Aura po-
wer station located at the far end of Sunn-
dalsfjorden in Møre og Romsdal county. The
man at the bottom of the picture is standing
on the 18th rung, whereas the man on top
had to climb all 23 rungs. The picture also
shows how health and safety routines have
developed over the last 50 years.
In recent years, the Aura power station

has been rehabilitated through the project
“20 new years for Aura.” The project will be
completed in 2010. By then around NOK
180 million will have been spent on general
production equipment upgrades. The turbine
wheels have been replaced, increasing the
efficiency by 1.5 – 2.5 per cent (45 Gwh).
A total of seven Pelton wheels have been

installed, generating a total of 290 MW.
The average annual production is 1623
GWh. The power station started production
in 1953. The Aura power station is one of
Statkraft’s seven power stations open to
the public. It contains a regional information
centre and is a venue for exhibitions and
media shows.


